
Operating Instructions for

Island Hopper Power Egg Pump 120V

Please read the operation instructions carefully before using this product.
Please operate in the correct way based on complete understanding. 

HT-309  AC110-120V 60Hz 600W
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Fault      Inspection Solution 

 

Air pump
cannot be
switched on
normally

1. Power supply is not 
properly installed
2. Overheated motor or 
overload leads to motor 
stop

1. Make sure the plug is properly connected 
to the socket.
2. Allow natural cooling of the motor and then 
restart.
3. If the problem still exits, please contact local 
service agent or similar authorized personnel 
for replacement.

1. Check whether the hose 
is blocked or cracked
2. Connection between the 
hose and the air pump or 
the air bag is not properly 
installed

1. Replace the hose or make it clear and 
smooth. Check whether the hose is cracked
2. Reinstall the hose 
3. If the problem still exits, please contact local 
service agent or similar authorized personnel 
for replacement.

Slow or abnormal 
inflation

Manufacturer: 
Dongguan Huatao Metal and Plastic Products Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer's address: 
NO.2, Yanhe East Road, XiaBian Avenue, Chang'An Town,
Dongguan City , Guangdong Province, China

 and Storage8. .  Maintenance
After using and before moving away, servicing, maintaining or 
adjusting this product, disconnect the power supply directly. 
Please allow full cooling and ensure proper storage when not in use. 
Please use it indoors or in a covered area to prevent direct sunlight 
or rain.
Please store it in a dry and well-ventilated place.

9. Suggestions
The warranty period of the product is 1 year. It is recommended to 
use the original spare parts. Any failure to satisfy this requirement 
will not be covered by the warranty. Contact the USA manufacturer 
with any warranty concerns.

3135568

USA Manufacturer: 
Neoprene Distributors International / Island Hopper 
Products

Manufacturer's address: 
11859 Lakeshore North.
Auburn, CA 95602
530-268-7300
www.watertrampolines.com

7. Fault Handling
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Inflation inlet
Deflation outlet 
Plug
Air nozzle       
Power switch button
Hose
Hose coupler
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1. Product Introduction
HT-309 is an AC high flow electric air pump that may inflate inflatable boats, water platforms, banana 
boats, towable tubes, water trampolines, and water bouncers. Dispite its simple appearance design, 
the product that follows very strict industry standards is easy to carry and bears features for both 
inflation and deflation. 
Whenever an inflatable product is to be put away, this pump may be used to the air inside for easy 
folding and storage.

2. List of Accessories
Please make sure that the following accessories are in the box before using it, if  any missing, 
please contact with the local service agents. 

           Air pump  Hose/Air nozzle Instruction Book 
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(Figure 1)
(Figure 2)

5. Deflation operation
Remove the hose from the inflation inlet. Connect the end with flexible conduit adaptor of the hose 
with the air pump deflation outlet, and twist clockwise to tighten it, as Figure 3. The other end shall still 
be to the airbag.
After completing the above steps, push the power switch to “ I ”to start the deflation.
After completing the deflation process, push the power switch to “ 0 ” to stop the deflation.
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(Figure 3)

3. Safety Instructions
Never leave pump unattended while the pump is in use.
Do not use/store the pump in wet condition.
Never allow sands, small rocks,etc, to be sucked into inflation port when the pump is working. 
Never look inside or point the inflation port toward your eyes when the pump is working.
Never attempt to put hand or fingers into the inflation port at any time.
4.  Inflationperation
Connect one end of the hose coupler (7) with the pump inflation port (1) and tighten clockwise (Fig. 1). 
Install the other end of the hose into the supporting air tap of the air bag (step 1 in Figure 2), and twist 
clockwise to tighten it, and then insert the inflation valve of the air bag and twist clockwise to fix it (step 
2 in Figure 2).
After completing the above steps, push the power switch to “ I ” to start the inflation.
After completing the inflation process, push the power switch to “ 0 ” to stop the inflation.
After completing the inflation, pull the plug of the inflating pump out of the socket.
After unplugging, please store the conduit coupler.

6. Precautions
Power supply must be AC 110-120V.
This is a high-volume pump. Please use this pump continuously not more than 15 minutes, otherwise,  it 
can overheat and damage the pump. After the pump has been working 
continuously for more than 15 minutes at a time, let it fully cool it down for 5
minutes. Then continue to use.
Keep the pump out of the reach of children.
Do not obstruct the inflation port and keep them ventilated all the time.
Use in a dry space indoors or covered. Do not expose it in rain or water, so as to reduce the risk of 
electric shock.
This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other).This plug will fit in a polarized 
outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact 
a qualified electrician to install the proper outlet.
If the power cord is damaged, the power cord must be replaced to avoid danger.
This product shall not be exposed the rain or immersed in water.
In order to prevent risk, the inflation inlet shall not be forward to face or body. Please don't not leave while 
inflating.
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